Abstract. This note provides the calculation of the formal group law F (x, y) in mod p Morava K-theory as an element in K(s) * [x] [[y]].
Introduction
Recall the recursive formula from Ravenel's green book, (see [3] , 4.3.8) for the formal group law. In mod p Morava K(s) * -theory it reads (1.1) F (x, y) = F (x + y, v s ω 1 (x, y)
where F (x, y, z) means F (F (x, y), z), ω i is certain homogeneous polynomial of degree p i , and
In particular ω 0 = x + y and
In [1] it is proved that for s > 1
We now want to prove that for s > 1, F (x, y) is again a polynomial modulo y i(s−1) for any i. The idea is to apply (1.1) and the induction on i.
To see how the induction step works consider F (x, y) modulo y
and then apply (1.
For the following step, i.e., modulo y p 4(s−1) , we have to apply three equations (1.2),(1.3),(1.4) and so on. Now note F (x, y) can be written as
Here A j is a homogeneous polynomial and its degree can be easily calculated as deg(v s ) = 2(1 − p s ) and deg(F (x, y)) = 2. Namely, deg(
. See the examples in [2] .
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The statement
Our result is as follows Proposition 2.1. i) For s > 1 we have modulo y
Proof. i). Let us work modulo modulo y 
